The Gene of Eve
The Mother of All Living

Written by The Last Prophet

Gucci Times (GT) Issues 30 and 38 have rehearsed the Guccione Legend about the apocathary doctor and his introduction of the mutating gene to the human race and its variable bloodlines. This was not only to “mark and organize the public” for the reign of the antichrist, but also to literally abate the strength of the common man to make him inferior to the leadership class, but not all of the leadership participated in this crime. These mutations could never affect the leadership's blood as they were deliberately designed. And the gene is believed to come in the form of a virus heat expands in oxygen.

I have long believed that these GT publications are edited for the general public and possibly sometimes deleted and/or only published to a small group of professionals who work with Jim invisibly. The Public Official whom we have come to know as Robinson would “take the heat” as he strives to address public criticism of our theories.

But is this water bottle, now attributed to the Gene of Eve that the common man could have access to, (an Eve who once gave birth to perfect people) just another Gucci scam to capture Ciro? Would Jim 7 just be using it to make Ciro feel left out of society and subordinate to God Almighty? If Robinson finally got married to one Christian Baptist Girl and the water bottle failed mankind, would 6 then be subject to an assassination as it could have been meant for?? Plainly said, is Guccione deceiving Robinson as a sucker for Ciro’s arrest and conviction?